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ABSTRACT

Individuals with facial paralysis and distorted facial expressions and movements secondary to a facial neuromotor disorder experience substantial physical, psychological, and social disability. Previously, facial rehabilitation has not been widely available or considered to be of much benefit. An emerging rehabilitation science of neuromuscular reeducation and evidence for the efficacy of facial neuromuscular reeducation, a process of facilitating the return of intended facial movement patterns and eliminating unwanted patterns of facial movement and expression, may provide patients with disorders of facial paralysis or facial movement control opportunity for the recovery of facial movement and function. We provide a brief overview of the scientific rationale for facial neuromuscular reeducation in the structure and function of the facial neuromotor system, the neuropsychology of facial expression, and relations among expressions, movement, and emotion. The primary purpose is to describe principles of neuromuscular reeducation, assessment and outcome measures, approach to treatment, the process, including surface-electromyographic biofeedback as an adjunct to reeducation, and the goal of enhancing the recovery of facial expression and function in a patient-centered approach to facial rehabilitation.
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Rehabilitation for facial paralysis or facial movement dysfunction after insult to the facial neuromotor system has previously been of little expected benefit. Thus, the availability of facial rehabilitation is limited, and most individuals with facial movement disorders have been told to await (spontaneous) recovery or told no effective intervention exists.1,2 Consequently, individuals with paralysis of or disfiguring facial expressions deal with physical, psychological, and social disability daily.2–7 Facial neuromuscular reeducation is a process of facilitating the return of intended facial movement patterns and eliminating unwanted patterns of facial movement and expression.2,3,6,8–14 Surface-electromyographic (EMG) biofeedback or mirror feedback serve as adjuncts to the reeducation process, providing accurate information about specific muscles and the timing of activation; the therapist “coaches” patients to (1) enhance facial muscle activity in desired patterns for facial functions and expressions, and (2) reduce (abnormal) facial muscle activity disrupting or preventing intended facial functions.3,8,10,14,15 Based on the biological plausibility and gradual but steadily emerging evidence of the efficacy of facial neuromuscular reeducation8,14,16,17 patients with disorders of facial paralysis or facial movement control have an opportunity to explore conservative options for the recovery of facial movement and function.

Characteristics of the facial neuromotor system, an understanding of the neuropsychology of facial...
expression, and an intent to map a path that relates specific processes of care of the patient to specific outcomes and to the patient’s general health status underlie our focus on facial neuromuscular reeducation and a patient-centered approach to facial rehabilitation. The following sections include (1) a brief description of structure and function of the facial neuromotor system; (2) concepts of the neuropsychology of facial expression and relations among expressions, movement, and emotion; and (3) principles of neuromuscular reeducation in facial rehabilitation to enhance the patient’s recovery of facial function, expression, and well-being. An overview of assessment and outcome measures, approach to treatment, some specific treatment options, and the process and goal of facial rehabilitation follow the rationale.

THE FACIAL MOTOR SYSTEM
The facial motor system is responsible for multiple human functions critical for physical, social, and psychological well-being, such as the physical acts of eating, drinking, and speaking, conversational signals, and even conveying intimate human information. The facial motor system is responsible for multiple human functions critical for physical, social, and psychological well-being, such as the physical acts of eating, drinking, and speaking, conversational signals, and even conveying intimate human information.4,7 The facial nerve branches and ramifies among nerve fibers within a single bundle of seventh cranial nerve fibers,18 a fact that underlies an array of unique spatial patterns of muscle activity and varied synergetic movements demonstrated by individuals with facial nerve disorders. Most often, functional facial movements or expressions are a result of a combination of facial muscle contractions and not the outcome of a single isolated muscle contraction.19 For this reason, facial movement is easily distorted by changes in resting facial posture or voluntary movement in any region of the face.

Unlike other skeletal muscles, the facial muscles lack fascial encasement and tendons attaching the facial muscles to bones, thus enabling the origin and insertion of facial muscles to move freely.18 The neuromotor control of facial movements also appears different from the usual motor control mechanisms of skeletal muscles due to the limited ability of the facial muscles to provide feedback. Intrinsic muscle receptors and joint receptors, primary sources for peripheral proprioceptive feedback to the central nervous system, are few or absent in the face.20–22 With static and dynamic information about facial muscle posture and movement lacking, voluntary attempts to guide facial movements rarely result in an accurate approximation of the desired movement without some sort of compensatory feedback (e.g., mirror) and motor practice (see later).

NEUROPSYCHOLOGY OF FACIAL EXPRESSION
Facial expressions result from either brain activity involving the motor cortex (cortical behaviors) or by activity of a less clearly defined network of subcortical nuclei and brain-stem areas (subcortical behaviors) ultimately converging on neurons in the facial nuclei. Cortical-mediated expressions are usually voluntary actions with an intended facial function outcome. Subcortical behaviors of the face are usually reactional, an elicited response to previous events, such as surprise, laughter, or sneezing.23 Communication or punctuation signals accompanying purposeful language may be a combination of cortical and subcortical behaviors of the face.23,24

Highly skilled observers using the Facial Action Coding System distinguish “posed” (e.g., cortical) and “felt” (e.g., subcortical) expressions.24 The ability to activate facial muscles, alone, is not sufficient for the complex interactions of facial expressions with human behavior. Electromyographic studies of facial expression associated with emotion indicate that the activity of specific facial muscles change when a person is thinking versus feeling an emotion for individuals with mood disorders.25 The dissonance experienced with any attempt to dissociate a patterned facial muscle response from a felt emotion illustrates the intimate association between emotion and facial expression.47 As emotions elicit a set of stereotyped facial muscle contractions of an expression, the alternative may also be true, facial muscle activity may elicit or reinforce emotions (e.g., facial feedback hypothesis).4,25,26 Given the absence of proprioceptive feedback from facial muscles, the mechanism is unclear, yet some clinical evidence supports the concept. Psychological distress mediates the association between impairment and disability in individuals with a facial neuromotor disorder.27 The presence of a marker of positive affect predicts greater response to therapy to increase lip corner movement with smiling in individuals with a facial neuromotor disorder.19,28 The degree of distortion of the pattern for smiling from the pattern defined for a smile of happiness was associated with greater psychological dysfunction.29,30 Evidence supporting the facial feedback hypothesis could significantly impact therapeutic interventions for individuals with distorted or weakened facial movements and the understanding of psychosocial disorders among the patient population.

Little specific information is known about the contribution of deficient facial feedback to the psychosocial problems of individuals with facial dysfunction.31 Investigators describing problems related to facial disfigurement emphasized the impact of facial dysfunction on social interactions, including psychological and physical fatigue from managing social interactions (e.g., making interactions “easier” for those who interact with the one with disfigurement). Such issues of the control of facial motor activity of facial expressions have an important bearing on the recovery of facial neuromotor function through rehabilitation after insult to the
facial motor system. Training muscle activity underlying specific facial expressions may be more effective or efficacious for true recovery (e.g., improved quality of life) than is training muscle activity for restoration of facial movement (at the impairment level) for the individual with a facial neuromuscular disorder. Particularly (1) the pattern of facial muscle activity of an expression may guide the physical therapist in developing tailored treatment strategies using neuromuscular reeducation; (2) emotions or other subcortical-initiated expressions may be valuable adjuncts to treatment of facial neuromotor disorders; and (3) emotional status or mood may influence the facial muscle activity and alter the course and outcome of treatment for individuals with facial nerve disorders.

REHABILITATION FOR FACIAL NEUROMOTOR DISORDERS

Traditional Approach to Facial Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation for facial neuromotor disorders through physical therapy using nonspecific light massage, electrical stimulation, and repetitions of common facial expressions in a general exercise regimen have been considered to be of little benefit. In fact, some interventions may even adversely affect recovery of facial neuromotor function. Evidence from animal studies suggest electrical stimulation of facial neuromusculature during recovery from nerve injury may be disruptive to reinnervation (however, see Refs. 40, 41). Some individuals treated with electrical stimulation during rehabilitation of the facial nerve injury have been observed to produce “mass action,” a generalized contraction of all or many of the facial muscles with attempted voluntary facial movements or expressions. The use of nonspecific electrical stimulation of the peripheral facial neuromuscular system during the recovery process reinforces abnormal (synkinetic) patterns of facial muscle activity. If the electrical stimulus is not carefully localized to the facial muscle nerve branch serving the specific intended facial movement or expression, peripheral nerve fibers within a nerve trunk serving many facial muscles will be simultaneously recruited. In our clinical experience, many patients who have had prior electrical stimulation therapy demonstrate facial movements with reinforced synkinesis muscle activity and inaccurate patterns of facial expressions.

Facial Neuromuscular Reeducation Approach to Facial Rehabilitation

Several investigators have described improvements in facial movement as an outcome of facial neuromuscular reeducation using surface EMG biofeedback or mirror feedback. Facial neuromuscular reeducation is a process of relearning facial movement using specific and accurate feedback to (1) facilitate facial muscle activity in functional patterns of facial movement and expression and (2) suppress abnormal muscle activity interfering with facial function. To date, few studies have defined either a specific approach to the use of EMG biofeedback or measurable outcomes of the treatment.

The theoretical benefit of using EMG biofeedback as an adjunct to facial muscle reeducation in the treatment of facial paralysis (little or no movement) or synkinesis (abnormal movement accompanies the intended movement) is the ability to provide the individual accurate and immediate feedback about facial muscle activity. In the case of little or no facial movement, surface EMG provides immediate and accurate information about the patient’s attempts to increase facial muscle activity. For patients with abnormal facial movement accompanying and distorting the intended facial action (too much movement), surface EMG provides the information about the patient’s attempts to decrease the abnormal muscle activity while maintaining or increasing activity of the muscles underlying the intended facial action. Individuals with intact proprioception (mechanism for feedback) relearn the movements of walking after injury of the lower extremity peripheral neuromuscular system. The absence of feedback intrinsic to the facial muscles presumably renders the brain uninformed of facial muscle performance. Given adequate information about performance for the purpose of motor learning, the facial neuromotor system has the same ability to relearn movement patterns, as the peripheral neuromuscular system of the lower extremity. Individuals who are provided precise, extrinsic feedback about facial muscle activity (e.g., surface EMG) learn to recruit the appropriate motor units for the desired expression and learn which motor units are inappropriate to recruit for the intended task.

Inadequacy of the Description of the Problem, Treatment, and Treatment Outcome

The evidence for efficacy of neuromuscular reeducation for recovery of facial function and expressions in individuals with a facial neuromotor problem stems from descriptive (case reports or retrospective outcome studies) and a few randomized controlled clinical trials with small sample sizes, with feedback-assisted (surface EMG or mirror or both) neuromuscular reeducation demonstrated to be associated with generally better or equivalent outcomes to the comparison standard of care for patients with facial neuromotor disorders. None of the studies clearly defined what patients do well with what treatments, nor did the investigators define adequate measurement of treatment outcome, including impairment and disability level, patient-centered outcomes.
A systematic means of defining specific characteristics of the patient’s facial neuromotor disorder, particularly impairment and disability problems, and targeting physical therapy in facial rehabilitation for the patient-specific problem areas may improve the delivery and outcomes of facial rehabilitation. A treatment-based classification system could be used in the process of further defining facial neuromotor problems and providing a guide to the appropriate treatment approach. Treatment-based classification also serves as a means of validating specific interventions relative to the effectiveness of treatments matched for a treatment category.

The role of classification in rehabilitation mimics the role of diagnosis in medicine—identification of a clinical problem based on sets of signs and symptoms, for the purpose of applying a known treatment. Multiple pathologies underlie a facial neuromotor disorder (e.g., Bell’s palsy, tumors, trauma), yet the pathology provides little information useful in matching the appropriate treatment to the problem. Instead, treatments are matched to the patient’s specific signs and symptoms of facial neuromotor dysfunction associated with the pathology. For example, an individual with Bell’s palsy could have severe weakness or little weakness but marked synkinesis (abnormal movement). The treatments differ markedly for a primary problem of facial weakness versus a problem of abnormal facial movement, yet the same pathology. In our clinical experience, among patients treated based on physical signs of facial neuromuscular dysfunction and symptoms of difficulties in activities of daily living involving the face, certain treatments got certain patients better.

**ASSESSMENT INTO PRACTICE: DESCRIBING THE PROBLEM AND RECOGNIZING THE OUTCOME**

A clinical practice and research goal in the rehabilitation of facial neuromotor disorders is to trace a path that relates specific processes of care of the patient to specific outcomes to the patient’s general health status. Using the International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH) developed by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a conceptual framework, we defined assessment measures in domains of impairment, disability, and aspects of health-related quality of life (HRQL) useful in assessment and determining outcomes of treatment. The Facial Grading System measure of facial impairment in three areas: (1) resting posture of the eye, the nasolabial (cheek) fold, and the corner of the mouth; (2) voluntary movement for five expressions in five regions of the face, forehead wrinkles, eye closure, open mouth smile, snarl, and pucker; and (3) synkinesis, associated with the voluntary movement tests. The psychometric properties of the FGS have been defined, including construct validity and responsiveness of the FGS for clinically meaningful change for patients with a facial neuromotor disorder, and interrater and intrarater reliability for scale use in assessment of patients with facial neuromotor disorders (reliability coefficients ≥ 0.90).

**Measuring Facial Disability**

The Facial Disability Index (FDI) is a disease-specific, self-report instrument for the assessment of the disabilities of patients with facial nerve disorders, scored as two subscales: the FDI physical and FDI social subscales. Reliability and construct validity of the FDI subscales has been demonstrated by correlation with clinical measures of facial movement and psychosocial status and by comparison with the Short Form-36 general HRQL measure.

**Treatment-Based Classification Categories**

Based on physical signs and symptoms identified by using the FGS impairment and FDI disability measures, we classify patients with facial neuromotor disorders into one of four treatment-based categories (initiation, facilitation, movement control, and relaxation). The physical therapy approach (suggested by the name of the treatment category) specifically targeted for the set of signs and symptoms of each category are based on the biological plausibility that the underlying neuromuscular physiology differed by treatment category.

**INITIATION**

In the initiation category, patients typically demonstrate moderate to marked asymmetry of the face at rest (e.g., a drooped face, including lower eyelid, depressed cheek, and drooped mouth corner) and marked asymmetry with voluntary movement or spontaneous expressions or functions (e.g., little or no ability to initiate movement on the involved side), without abnormal movements (synkinesis). Activity of the uninvolved facial musculature, in the presence of the profound involved side facial weakness, may actually shift the face toward the uninvolved side with facial functions and expressions. Facial functions, such as closing the eye, eating and drinking, speaking, or rinsing the mouth are most difficult for patients in this category. The appearance of obvious
facial disfigurement at rest and with movement has a major negative impact on psychosocial well-being and daily interpersonal interactions.

Treatment specific for patients in the initiation category includes active assisted range of motion exercises and small range movement practice to avoid overpowering by the muscle function of the uninvolved side of the face. Describing the usual process of recovery and rehabilitation and expected signs of recovery of facial movement and function also seems to be beneficial.

**FACILITATION**

Mild to moderate facial asymmetry at rest (e.g., slight lower eyelid droop, minimal flattening of the cheek fold, and minimal droop of the corner of the mouth), ability to initiate facial muscle activity, but mild to moderate asymmetry of the face with attempted voluntary movement and with expressions (e.g., incomplete facial functions and expressions), and typically no or little synkinesis characterize the presentation of patients in the facilitation category. Primary movement problems include insufficient protection of the eye, secondary to difficulty closing or sustaining eye closure for moistening and protection on a windy day or when washing the face, and mild but notable problems eating, drinking, and rinsing the mouth, without loss of food or fluid (essentially a milder version of the initiation category problems). Psychosocial distress is typically less than for initiation, mirroring the lesser severity of resting and voluntary facial asymmetry and physical disabilities.

The patients in the facilitation category initiate facial movement, so active and resistive exercises to increase facial movement excursion are appropriate. Education includes emphasizing the importance of accurate exercise practice over quantity and an awareness of signs of some typical abnormal movement patterns (synkinesis) that may develop with the increasing movement. The recognition of any synkinesis may indicate the need to return for a therapy visit to avoid continued exercise with synkinesis reinforcing undesirable patterns of facial movement.

**MOVEMENT CONTROL**

Most characterized by asymmetry, some at rest, and usually more obvious with movement, the asymmetry characteristic of patients in the movement category is not “droop” but tightening or retraction of the face. A narrowed aperture between the eyelids (usually lower eyelid raised), a deepened cheek fold, and sometimes puffy or plumped cheek appearance, with or without a lateral and upward pull on the corner of the mouth, is characteristic, and the center of the lips (philtrum) may be shifted laterally toward the involved side of the face. Weakness as for the facilitation category is common, but the key sign is the unintended movement of one region of the face, associated with an intended facial movement or expression, synkinesis (e.g., eye closure with smile, and retraction of the corner of the mouth and deepening of the cheek fold with a raise of the brow). Though the reason for the problem differs for the movement control compared with the facilitation category, the physical problems are similar arising largely from the abnormal movement patterns, not weakness. Patients report excessive tearing of the eye, difficulty keeping the eye open when speaking or eating, biting the inside of the cheek when eating, and speech problems when speaking quickly. The synkinetic movements, not intended yet accompanying every performance of the associated intended facial movement, function, or expression, seriously disrupt personal and work relations, and the patients with movement control problems frequently report moderate to marked psychosocial distress.

Facial neuromuscular reeducation for the problems of facial movement control involve guiding the patient in learning (relearning) to isolate muscle contractions and reduce the muscle activity of abnormal patterns of movement. With a short-term treatment goal of producing desired facial movements or expression patterns without the accompanying synkinetic movement, some therapists recommend small movement therapy.

However, facilitating the desired movement pattern (and increasing facial muscle activity of the intended movement) and accepting some but minimal synkinetic movement in the process may also be effective in the recovery process. The presumed process of reorganization in the brain to learn to recruit the appropriate neurons to increase facial movement suppresses the recruitment of neurons for the synkinetic movement. As the patient learns appropriate patterns of movement control, the patient may be reclassified into the facilitation category for continued treatment and recovery. Stretching exercises are also indicated to lengthen facial muscle tissues shortened secondary to abnormal patterns of movement and even facial muscle guarding, as patients try to restrict all movement to avoid the synkinesis and disfiguring movement.

**RELAXATION**

Characteristic of the relaxation treatment category is a combination of marked asymmetry of facial posture at rest (as for the movement control category), with spontaneous twitching and facial muscle spasms. The facial muscle spasms often increase in frequency and amplitude with greater movement effort. Muscle strength is typically not the major problem, yet the observed facial movement may be moderately restricted as the patient guards against the “next spasm.” Specifically, uncontrolled orbicularis oculi spasms close the eye unintentionally and make some instrumental activities of daily living unsafe and others such as hobbies too fatiguing to continue. Psychosocial problems are common and marked, as individuals with facial twitches and spasms.
spend much energy and time controlling facial movement and worrying that the spasm can or will return, interfering with the activities of the day.

The primary treatment goal for problems of facial twitches and spasms is relaxation exercises, such as modifications of the standard relaxation exercises originally described by Jacobson and small rhythmic, alternating movements to relax the muscles. Techniques to inhibit muscle activation include sustained stretching and cross-friction massage to reduce passive tissue restrictions.

**DIFFICULT CHALLENGES IN REEDUCATION FOR FACIAL MOVEMENT DISORDERS**

Restoring symmetry to facial movements, particularly in spontaneous facial expressions and functions characteristic of everyday facial actions and not practiced, voluntarily guided facial movements such as posing for a photo or to please the therapist, represents one of the most difficult challenges in facial rehabilitation. The lack of symmetry in movement of the face may be due to weak muscles unable to produce adequate force to participate equally with the muscles of the uninvolved side of the face. Asymmetry may also be secondary to abnormal movement of the involved side restricting or distorting facial muscle activity of the uninvolved side because of a mismatch in force, speed, and amplitude of facial movement side to side. A compensatory or perhaps overcompensation by muscles of the uninvolved side of the face may eliminate a need for the involved side action, redefining the muscle pattern for the task or rendering the involved side muscle less effective or ineffective because of timing delays or altered position or length of the involved side muscle prior to or during the desired facial action. Such asymmetrical facial movements, most often recognized as distortion of the face during movement (e.g., talks out of one side of the mouth) may develop and persist, in part because of the lack of proprioceptive feedback to inform the brain of the errors in facial movement patterns, and because the facial action subserved by the asymmetrical pattern of facial movement is necessary and common, thus practiced in the distorted fashion repeatedly throughout the day.

The example, “talks out of one side of the mouth” is common for patients in the initiation category, and the maladaptive pattern of facial movement develops and gets practiced because speech is necessary. With profound weakness, movements of the lips may be impossible, yet talking must go on! The brain meets the challenge of intelligible speech by altering the muscle activation pattern to bring the lips together at any point in space (and any side of the face) to produce the intended speech sounds. Thus, speaking, may promote asymmetrical facial movement patterns. Even with the reinnervation, rehabilitation, and recovery of facial muscle activity on the involved side of the face, without the brain recognizing the muscle pattern for speech is altered (lack of feedback from muscles), the distorted pattern likely persists.

Repeated attempts to smile as much as possible to rehabilitate the smiling muscles on the involved side may be a specific and effective conditioning program for the uninvolved smiling muscles. Unfortunately, the repeated attempts to smile as much as possible may do little to activate the involved-side smiling muscles. In fact, an abnormal lengthening of the partially or completely paralyzed involved-side smiling muscles may result in part from the impact of repeated smiling attempts on the involved-side smiling muscles, too weak to oppose or match the pull of the uninvolved facial musculature.

Exercises that tend to center the face so that the center of the lips moves more to the center with the exercise or for which the lip center is shifted little or not at all with the exercise help avoid the problem of abnormal lengthening and enable involved-side muscle motor practice. Several exercises by observation and clinical experience help integrate involved-side muscle activity with the uninvolved, provide opportunities for the involved-side muscle to exercise, particularly in desired patterns of movement, and promote coordination (e.g., simultaneous activation of involved with uninvolved muscles for the facial task). For example: (1) suck the cheeks between the teeth; (2) wrap your lips over the teeth; (3) make the “i” sound (sustained, “fffffff” sound); and (4) blowing, as if blowing bubbles in your drink, through a straw, or blowing bubbles through a bubble wand. The blowing exercise incorporates the benefit of context of the movement to enhance the amplitude and coordination, more so than found for the deliberate, voluntary (e.g., cortically mediated) movement of pucker, despite the fact that both tasks require a similar muscle for the action, the orbicularis oris. The exercises described for enhancing symmetry are in part or wholly well-learned, semiautomatic (subcortically mediated) facial actions, and most people clearly understand the exercise goal.

The facial centering exercises for integrating and coordinating involved with uninvolved facial muscle activity and enabling the involved side to participate in exercises and facial functions also serve as the basis for exercises to regain mid-cheek lift and a “real” smile. Elevation of the mid-cheek region, a responsibility of the levator labii, superior orbicularis oris, and even the medial aspect of the orbicularis oculi muscles, accompanies many facial expressions and functions, such as smiling, speech sounds (e.g., sh, f, b, p . . .), sniffing, and facial expressions of disgust and perplexity. In most functions, the role of the mid-cheek muscles remains one of synergist, or quiet but necessary companion to the facial task. Thus, few individuals with a facial neuromotor
disorder, and perhaps even those without, understand and activate the mid-cheek muscles easily or consistently on voluntary request to do so. And, voluntary attempts to activate the mid-cheek lift muscles frequently result in a wide variety of funny faces, many without mid-cheek muscle activation. Activation of the mid-cheek muscles integrated between the involved and uninvolved side also further serves to reinforce the centering of the face and enhance coordinated movement between the sides of the face. For example: (1) blowing as if blowing bubbles, keep blowing and try to add knit eyebrows together as if thinking; (2) blowing as if blowing bubbles, keep the air blowing, and transition to a “ffffff” sound, alternate between blowing and “ffffff” trying to keep air moving through the lips; (3) make the “ffffff” sound, keep the “ffffff” sound and try to add a smile, “from the corner of your eyes”; (4) blowing as if blowing bubbles and add a smile “from the corner of your eyes.” The smile “from the corner of your eyes” directive in the above exercises is designed to facilitate the pattern of muscles and timing of muscle activity characteristic of a smile of happiness. The Duchenne marker or positive affect marker of a smile of joy or happiness is the activation of the orbicularis oculi muscle with the zygomaticus muscle group (typical smiling muscles) and mid-cheek synergists. Actually, encouraging the individual with a muscle group (typical smiling muscles) and mid-cheek synergists. Actually, encouraging the individual with a facial movement disorder to blow as if blowing bubbles and then to try to relive (think about) a time when the individual was really happy may be the most effective and then to try to relive (think about) a time when the individual was really happy may be the most effective method for performing the exercise, as reliving happiness tends to activate the positive affect marker, the orbicularis oculi contraction in association with smiling.

The recovery of eye closure and related functions of the orbicularis oculi muscle of the eye with the eye represent similarly challenging problems in facial rehabilitation. A major problem is recovery of the exquisite integration of eye movements with eyelid and face movements and the ability to use the appropriate pattern of muscle activation and relaxation for the intended task, most tasks that are largely performed with little or no conscious attention. Gentle eye closure involves relaxation of the levator muscle of the eyelid served by the oculomotor nerve.50 (Mueller’s muscle, a smooth muscle of the upper eyelid innervated by sympathetic nerve fibers, also participates, but the muscle has not been included here to streamline the discussion.) The relaxation of the levator allows the upper eyelid to descend. A contraction of the superior rectus muscle (extraocular muscle for moving the eyeball), which moves the eyeball in an upward direction, immediately follows the relaxation of the upper lid.51–53 Only the brief contraction of the orbicularis oculi inhibits the superior rectus muscle and prevents the upward migration of the eyeball. As a result of the orbicularis oculi contraction timed to inhibit the superior rectus muscle ongoing activation, the eye follows the descent of the eyelid to come to rest in a slightly downward position behind the closed eyelid. Weakness of the orbicularis oculi muscle (innervated by the facial nerve) results in the Bell’s phenomenon, commonly observed with eye closure in individuals with a facial neuromotor disorder. The Bell’s phenomenon, or the upward movement of the eyeball (superior rectus muscle action uninhibited by the paralyzed orbicularis oculi muscle), prevents or interferes with the descent of the relaxed upper eyelid.51–53 The characteristic incomplete eye closure, inability to effectively blink, eyes open at night when sleeping, and the high risk of drying of the eye and serious damage to the cornea are associated with the disruption of coordinated eye closure. Even with reinnervation and recovery of facial movement, the Bell’s phenomenon pattern may persist.8

Several neuromuscular reeducation strategies based on an understanding of the physiologic pattern of muscle actions for eye closure have been implemented to overcome the Bell’s phenomenon barrier to usual eye functions and facilitate eye closure. One strategy, eye closure while looking down, is an attempt to relax the superior rectus muscle of the eye. The exercise instructions for the sequential steps of the exercise, “look down, close eyes, once closed continue to look down,” aim to voluntarily reduce the tendency of Bell’s phenomenon to lead to sustained superior rectus activation and difficulty closing. A second strategy, more appropriate when the patient has some return of orbicularis oculi muscle activation, relies on voluntary activation of the orbicularis oculi to assist in relaxing the superior rectus activation. The sequential exercise instructions, “squint, look down, and close eyes, then relax squint,” is intended to activate the orbicularis oculi, add relaxation of the superior rectus (look down), and then follow with voluntary relaxation of the orbicularis oculi to achieve the eye closure resting state.68

EXERCISE PRACTICE INTO LIFE

In addition to clinical training sessions, an individualized home facial movement exercise program designed to reinforce the desired facial movement patterns provides the practice component of motor learning necessary for neuromuscular reeducation. Only exercises that the patient demonstrates the ability to perform accurately for the goal of treatment or for which the patient may not consistently perform accurately but recognizes accurate and not so accurate performance and can correct or redo exercise to optimize practice are recommended for the home program. The exercise program usually consists of 5 to 10 repetitions of 3 to 5 exercises to be done twice daily. Use of a mirror for visual feedback during exercise can
be helpful for the patient, but mirror images, watching oneself move with facial paralysis, and the psychological distress of looking at an abnormal facial appearance may be more detrimental to recovery than beneficial. Striving to design home exercise and train patients during the clinical sessions to perform a couple of exercises accurately without the need for feedback guidance, or with only an occasional need to look in the mirror once the exercise has begun to “check” that the motion or position of the face during the exercise is as desired, has had positive results both in terms of the recovery of facial function and the patient’s experience of the process. The success of neuromuscular reeducation, much like any exercise program to enhance motor skill (e.g., learning to play tennis or golf) depends in part on attention and practice, practice, practice to become a highly skilled mover.69 Patients to be successful through facial neuromuscular reeducation commit sometimes to tedious thoughtful exercises for a long duration, thus a reason to monitor and care about the patient’s experience during rehabilitation. Some usual or not so usual tasks automatically involve facial muscles in movement patterns that enhance facial movement outcomes and may be effective components of the home exercise program; for example, sucking through a straw, attempting to play a harmonica, saying all the words you can think of that begin with the sounds “sh,” “f,” “p,” or “b” with the teeth together (teeth together facilitates lip movements and avoids jaw movement sometimes used to substitute for weak lip movements [personal experience]), and think of a time you were happy and smile every time you pass someone walking on the street. Such exercises may also serve to transition the process of facial rehabilitation into using the face in everyday life.

Instructions for exercises, massage, and repetitions are individualized and written down for patients; the therapist often writing the exercise description as the patient demonstrates exercise performance at the end of the therapeutic session and leaves for one or more weeks of daily, solo practice. As indicated by the signs and symptoms noted in reevaluations at subsequent physical therapy sessions, regular updates to the facial exercise home program are important. Replacing previous exercise regimens with a new set of 3 to 5 exercises is indicated to match the exercises to the current (and evolving) movement problems but also to enhance the patient’s interest in the reeducation process and to challenge the brain in learning or relearning the repertoire of facial movements, expressions, and functions.

SIGNIFICANCE OF FACIAL REHABILITATION
To trace the path that relates specific process of care of the patient with a facial neuromotor disorder to specific patient-centered outcomes and restored or improved health-related quality of life requires a foundation for assessment and treatment, based in biological plausibility and supported by evidence from clinical practice and trials.71,56 The use of treatment approaches tailored to the pretreatment classification may result in more cost-effective treatment for an underserved clinical population. Second, treatment of facial neuromotor disorders provides a rich and complex integration of the neuroscience of movement control, the linkage of emotion and movement, and the impact of psychosocial factors in the presentation of motor disorders, which may be applicable in understanding movement problems in individuals with other types of neuromotor disorders.
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